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.Abstract:
The paper defines knowledgeportals and howthey can
be customized to support different environments.It
deIIDes a portal as composed of generic knowledge
services and application services.Applicationservices
include ways to maintain a body of knowledge and
ways to integrate and evolve this body of knowledge
into business processes. The generic knowledge
services include ways to use this body of knowledgeto
create new knowledge. Customizationcombinesthese
services in a space and structuresthe space to support
community practices. A prototype system that
illustrates these services in learningis then described.

l<.ey Words: portals, web services, knowledge
:management. customization

1 Introduction

!<nowledge management is now considered essential in
enterprise processes. It defmes the processes needed to
develop improved products and services [I], [2] to gain
COtnpetitive advantage. Knowledgemanagement support
~an be provided on a functional project basis or as an
'--frastructure that can be used throughout the

.ganization. Infrastructure support is particularly useful
Where the products and services are themselves highly
~owledge intensive. Portals can then present customized
Interfaces to support individual activities. Such services
can also depend on the knowledgemanagementstrategy.
!<.nowledge management can differ between enterprises
and will depend on the type of businessprocessas well as
On organizational culture. Perhaps the most relevant
difference here is between organizationsthat use codified
Or personalized strategies [3] in knowledgemanagement.
The paper proposes that the infrastructure approach is
Optimal to recover investment over a number of
applications. It then proposes customizableportals as a
Way of providing such servicesto individuals.

""!be paper' .'suggests" two kinds' of services, generic
knOwledge services and applicationservices.The generic
Services arecommon to any knowledge sharing process.
-A..pplication services are specific to some applicationor
Proble:m domain. Customizable portals can be used to
Package such services into a form specific to a given
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business activity.This paper defines the generic services
using Nonaka's knowledge creation process [4] as the
underlyingtheory. These activities include socialization,
developingan understandingof concepts, articulation of
ideas, followed by artifact construction and evaluation.
Informationtechnologymust then provide the places and
media to carry out knowledgemanagementactivities and'
to customizethemto businessprocessneeds.

2 Knowledge Portals

Knowledge processes involve communities of practice
creatingand sharingknowledgeusing knowledgeportals.
Such communitiescan contribute to the knowledge base
of the portal and add to it further through expert
interpretationof suchcontents.

2.1 Communities of Practice

Communities of practice depend on the kind of
application. The community of practice can include a
variety of roles. The simplest is where there are simply
teachers and learners.These can be expanded to include
tutors or assistantsthat work togetherwith the teacher. In
more elaborate environments, there can be owners,
experts, novices or apprentices as well as a variety of
users. They can also be people responsible for specific
business process steps. These become the portal roles,
each with their responsibilities and provided with
appropriateservices.Thusthe responsibilityof the owners
maybe to createand update the body of knowledge.They
can also give permissionsto users to access the portals.
They can also consultwith experts on adding to the body
of knowledge.Communitiesof practice can also includea
variety of experts such as subject specialiststo discover,
classifyand distributeknowledge.

2.2 Portal Structures

Portals can be seen as a way of providing services to the
communityfor knowledgecreation.Figure I illustratesthe
portal structure. It allows members of the communityof
practice to access portal services and add to the body of
knowledge. The application services include the
knowledgemap, which defmes the major concepts in the
system.It also includes the knowledgerepository,which
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can be accessed by the people, who use the portal. The
knowledge repository may take may contain artifacts that
take many forms such as stories, analysis results, forms
useful to users and so on. The generic services include
support for collaboration, knowledge discovery through
searches of the knowledge map and the repository, as well
as services specific to knowledge creation. These latter
services may include management of interactions such as
discussions, analysis of information and developing
common dictionaries.

Figure 1 - Portal Structure

3 Generic Services

Much literature on portals is devoted to using search
engines to retrieve information needed for some specific
task. Our proposal goes beyond this and suggests that
portals should support business activities. Thus the paper
makes a distinction between generic and application
activities, which can be combined to support business
processes. Generic activities include information retrieval,
discussion systems and document management.
Application activities depend on the kind of application
all"'ving the system to be used with a business purpose in
II. For example, in learning this may be self-
assessment" group case analysis, or joint review of a
document [5]. In corporate portals they can be sales
protocols, best practice development or competitive
analysis (http://www.plumtree.com). Such application
activities are composed of the generic activities, which are
customized to the application need. The portals must thus
provide services that go beyond elementary actions.

The generic services proposed here can be configured into
either strategy or· indeed provide a mixed strategy. The
generic services include:

CoUaborative services including ways for community
members to socialize and exchange messages and can
include management services to organize
communities. Again depending on the strategy such
collaboration can be synchronous or asynchronous or
a combination of the two. It should provide ways to
carry out any of Nonaka's processes.

Management services including registration and
subscription services, setting up community roles and
inviting people into the community, and assignment
of services to these people.

Discovery services including search engines, catalog
systems. They include ways for learners to not only
find relevant information but also to learn how to use
this information in their environment and how to
discover knowledge from related information.

Knowledge services including ways to capture and
organize the body of knowledge and maintain
knowledge maps and repositories. Knowledge
services include the capture of experiences and
interpreting them for inclusion in the body of
knowledge.

Knowledge services must:

• support a body of domain knowledge and allow
this knowledge to be integrated into the business
process,

• allow the knowledge to evolve using inputs from
portal users to create new knowledge and pass it
on to others,

• allow users to exchange views and interpretations
through portals, thus creating a knowledge
sharing environment,

• present services in terms familiar to users,
• support governance structures [6] to facilitate and

use knowledge effectively to achieve
organizational goals.

3.1 Identifying knowledge services

Provision of a systematic way for knowledge management
requires a clearer definition of the knowledge services
required for knowledge management. Our approach is to
develop a framework for generic services using the work
of Nonaka [4] as grounded theory. Nonaka sees
knowledge sharing and creation following the process
shown in Figure 2. These identify the kind of activities
that are fundamental to knowledge management.
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Socialization

Internalization
Combination

Figure 2 - Nonaka's knowledge creation process

Nonaka's process includes four phases. These are:

• socialization to bring people together and share their
experiences and insights in an area. For example, this
may be a description of subject material in lectures
and in informal ways to exchange experiences,
develop trust, share values,
externalization, is where some of this captured
expertise is framed and interpreted into a form that
can lead to further actions. For example, tacit
knowledge about subject material is externalized
through examples and experiments. This requires
articulation on new ideas using agreed upon
terminologies to externalize them to familiar contexts,
usually assignments. The emphasis is on dialoguing,
sharing of mental models, articulation of concepts,
development of common terms and requires ways to
visualize interactions, construct artifacts,
Combination is where ideas generated in
externalization are compared to earlier outcomes, as
for example previous assignment solutions, to relate
newly created artefacts to previous stored ones,
The ideas are then combined where necessary with
existing information and then applied in practice
during internalization in completing assignments
followed by rreflection on the outcomes after
assessment.

•

•

•

Our goal is for portals to provide generic services that
support Nonaka's knowledge creation phases and provide
ways to customise them to particular application needs.

3.2 Describing generic services in detail

Figure 3 shows a more detailed structure of generic
services that relate to knowledge. It includes a knowledge
map that is the prime point of access to the body of
knowledge. It includes ways for owners to refine the body
of knowledge primarily through the analysis of feedback.
Feedback can be either codified as for example through
discussion databases or personalized through face to face
interaction. During such feedback messages are received
about experiences in self-learning. These can be analyzed
and sorted and used to refine the body of knowledge. Such
refinements can include adding experiences, refming

processes or adding to explanations and suggestions made
to users. At the same time feedback on processes can
include experiences and suggestions at each process steps
and ways of improving activities at each step. These can
be either ways to solve some problem, or steps in the
business process.

KNOWUDGE
MAP

Captn:Iingtacit
knowledge.
analysiug it

and
classifyingil

Self

BODY OF
KNOWI...£DGI: E~on

Retrieval
Gronpwork

Figure 3 - Detailed Structure

4 Application Services

Some writers classify generic knowledge management
services as either personalized or codified [3]. Within a
personalized culture the emphasis is on greater sharing of
tacit knowledge to provide new perspectives. Within a
codified culture the emphasis is on codified knowledge
with the goal of reusing it with amended to provide
solutions to new problems. Portal services often provide a
balance between codified and personalized approaches.
Codified approaches can be based on what are known as
"knowledge centers" that include a body of knowledge
that evolves as experience grows. These are made
available to communities of practice that use this body of
knowledge and add to it. In addition services can be
provided to support personal exchanges within the context
of the body of knowledge.

4.1 The knowledge map

One common set of generic services are those used to
develop the body of knowledge. These allow users to
create an ontology of related terms and add to the
ontology by elaborating it using insights gained from
experience and outcomes in business actions. As an
example, we have, developed an ontology for teaching
about electronic commerce. This is illustrated in Figure 4.
It divides knowledge into seven categories:

• Business practices used in electronic commerce
including customer relationship management, supply
chains and so on,
Analysis to describe ways to analyze new systems and
define requirements.
Design approaches to design new systems,
Commercial applications, business services and
Technologies used in electronic commerce,
Business services and how to select technologies to
provide them,

•
•
•
•
•
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• Organizational relationships needed within electronic
commerce,

The body of knowledge then contains relationships
between these areas. A learner can begin at one concept
and then follow links to see how the concept fits into the
wider context. Thus it is possible to start with a business
practice and then follow links to technology to see what
technology can be used to support the practice.

ORGANIZATION

STItUCTIJRES

""'-....•....

Figure 4 - The Knowledge Map

Apart from the ontology of concepts the body of
knowledge also includes exercises and solutions, exams,
case studies and other study material. It can include
previous experiences and suggested actions in a business
process step. It can also include guidelines for filling in
forms and check-lists for deciding on actions.

4.2 Customization

Customization involves creating a community, selecting
services for the community and assigning these services to
different community roles. It also requires the creation of
:he knowledge map.

5 A TI Example Portal

:urrently we have been using a system, LiveNet [7], for
his purpose. The LiveNet generic interface is illustrated in
<igure 5. The steps followed in customizing a portal are:

• Set up a community structure by defining roles, and
assigning responsibilities to them, using the roles
option,

• Setup explicit knowledge grouped into folders that
focus on knowledge tasks. These will include
references to parts of the knowledge map.

• Setting up interactions between community members
and giving them access to the relevant folders,

• Provide ways to create and store interpretations and
records of socialization. This usually includes the
ability to create new folders, artifacts and
discussions.

be important goal here is to create collections of artifacts
iat focus on particular tasks.

LiveNet also provides awareness and notification features
to alert members to events important to them.

Figure 5 - A LiveNet collaborative services interface

The interface shows all the information in the subject. It
also provides different roles with different views. Thus for
example the folder names 'information-to-tutors' can only
be seen by tutors thus reducing the need for meetings and
saving peoples time. The interface can then be used to
enter the body of knowledge and use its associated
knowledge services.

5.1 Knowledge maps

The body of knowledge is accessed through a knowledge
map. Knowledge maps show the concepts and
relationships between them and can be accessed from any
system. Thus they can be accessed from a community
space like that in Figure 6 or specific items can be linked
to specific business process steps. Figure 6 is a simple
knowledge map used in this system. It is a linear list of
terms, each of which leads to a concept screen that
describes the concept and a self-assessment screen.

Figure 6 - A simple knowledge map

On selecting a concept or process step the user is
presented with a description and can then follow up with
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some self-learning services. With concepts that refer to
process steps, they can add to the concept by recording
their experiences and interpretation of step guidelines.

5.2 Application services for teaching

An example of application services for learning include
self-assessment, or helping in group work. Users can now
gain access to explanations of the concepts. This in effect
provides feedback to owners of what concepts are best
explained.

Vby i,. 1~ illlJlorcant to b~9tll by ideneityin\J "'tt ••teg~c <l1>;"'<:1010n":lor lObe enc"I"pn"" in
eveloping "OIOp"!,;"r "~te,"".

Tna given choiciiiS:

(0: Alaee",,,,,,,,, thi" "i.ll r .•:oult. 111'" beu;er <:;1101<::,.,of techno)oqy.
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Figure 7 - A self-examinationframe

It is of course possible at any time to post a question for
further explanation by experts within the community.
These can be followed up with questions and discussions
for further interpretation.

Figure 8 - Interpretation frames

Interpretation can be supported by frames that provide
different perspectives of the same information [8). These
perspectives may themselves evolve from interactions
between community members. Figure 8 shows one
implementation where two separate discussion forums are
used to develop perspectives originating from different
foundations.

6 Summary

The paper described knowledge portals as places where
learning takes place through the gradual construction of a
body of knowledge. It described the structure of such
portals and illustrated this with an example.
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